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Jetboaters. We are delighted you have found your way to the best Jet Boaters Forum on the
internet! Please consider Signing Up so that you can enjoy all the features and offers on the
forum. We have members with boats from all the major manufacturers including Yamaha,
Seadoo, Scarab and Chaparral. We don't email you SPAM, and the site is totally
non-commercial. So what's to lose? Membership allows you to ask questions no matter how
mundane , meet up with other jet boaters, see full images not just thumbnails , browse the
member map and qualifies you for members only discounts offered by vendors who run
specials for our members only! It also gets rid of this banner! JavaScript is disabled. For a
better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Yamaha ls Joe
S Jet Boat Lover. I am looking at buying a jetboat for my first time and it is listed as a yamaha
twin jetboat ls But I havent been able to find that they actually make an ls this year Also He is
asking and i offered is that a good price and if so what are the reviews??? Thanks for the help
guys Joe from PA. Hi Joe, welcome aboard! I will defer to those guys with the 2 stroke
knowledge, as the LS is a 2 stroke boat. Also, on the price, it is completely dependent on the
condition of the boat. And on the 2 stroke boats, that can be a big variable. No, they haven't
made 2 stroke boats or the LS since about that same time period. They introduced the 4 stroke
boats at about that time as well. They also introduced a new 19' boat called either the or a
couple years ago. We need to direct you to some key information on the 2 stroke boats and it
may be if we don't have it here, you can find it elsewhere. But one thing for sure is that the oil
lines tend to fall off and destroy the engine, many guys modify those. Can anyone help Joe to a
thread or tips page on the 2 stokes or do we need to send him over to yjb for the tips on those?
The oil lines really? I dont know of any issues except that he had to have the starbird engine
rebuilt when he bought it after his first time out on the boat Scottintexas Jetboaters Admiral
Staff member. Those engine rebuilds are a bit iffy too. Who did the rebuild and how long ago,
etc. Bruce Jetboaters Fleet Admiral Staff member. Joe, does it have a swim deck on the back
like this one? If so it is an LX Mechanically the same. Without a swim deck it would be a LS They
are great boats however! And if you want a little go fast boat and buy it right, can do all your
own work, and know what your getting, they are great. They are pretty rough on anything but
smooth water, and you have to work on them. If you get into them and learn about their systems
and engines, then you can really enjoy them a bunch. I know several of our members had them
and moved to 4 stroke models. He had it rebuilt last year, Very very nice condition He is a 51
year old gentleman and seems to be very ineterested in letting me take it out on the water first,
some peope;l that i spoke to doint want to which means i wont buy it He sent me the general
photos of the model but none of the actual boat til he gets back from vaca I am going to take it
out and see it in person sunday but i have pretty much decided on a jetboat for what i want to
use it for Joe S , first off, welcome! I have no specific knowledge of this particular boat other
than being able to confirm that I have heard lots of people talk about the oil lines , but a couple
of comments, generally: 1 As to engine rebuilds, it makes a big difference how much of the
engine you rebuild. Some people will just rebuild the top half of the engine and call it rebuilt;
other rebuilds will do top and bottom. And of course, the number of parts one replaces in a
rebuild can vary One of the things you want to ask is how long ago the rebuild was. A recent
rebuild may be more suspect. Of course, one long ago means the engine overall is older now
The most popular rebuilder is SBT. Some people like their low cost rebuilds, others say they are
absolute junk. My LX had factory engines so I am unexperienced with rebuilds. But it seems
clear that other rebuilders use more expensive components in their rebuilds. These are located
under a wide cover near the back of the boat. They should insert easily and lock securely. My
first experience with a LS was a test ride where the boat almost sunk because of a plug blowout.
The plugs should be removed between usage of the boat to avoid them absorbing water or oil
and swelling. Each engine has an oil pump that distributes oil to each cylinder. The factory used
a type of oil line that shrunk over time and fastened the lines with cable ties. Many engined
boats and jet skis have lost engines to shrunken oil lines. My 's oil lines were supple and
sufficient strength. I believe that Yamaha changed the hose material at some point. Did you see
my picture of the LX swim deck above? That swim deck makes a huge difference in usability. It
also has a full ladder that is easier to climb than the LS We upgraded to a SX to be able to take
more people out. It also burns less fuel. We really enjoyed the LX My wife really enjoyed being
able to lay across the pad over the engine. The LX was much more aggressive and similar to a
large Jet Ski in the water. We had a great time with it. I still miss that boat. When asked if he
replaced the top and bottom he said the head blew was his answer Not as often as i will be out
every week in the summer He seems not to know very much about boats just enjoys taking it

out Bruce It did not have the extended back swim platform just the original with the fold up
black ladder The cleanout plugs i will check in person but i believe that he said they should pop
out and pop right back in so that they can be cleaned out easily. Bimini is like new Cover is like
new Trailer has like new tires and all lights work perfectly Seats 7 comfrotably Which is why I
am leaning toward this model and not the smaller five seater Seats 7 comfortably, depends on
the size of your friends. We had 8 including four kids on ours many times. In this picture we had
two adults and four kids in the back and a pound and pound adult in the bow. It worked just fine
on a relatively calm lake. I would not have wanted that group in our boat for one of the our
ocean island excursions, but I had that same group in the back of our SX out to Ship Island last
year. We had a lot of fun with our LX for very little cost. So I certainly am not discouraging you
at all. I didn't check the clean out plugs when inspecting the boat and later had to cut one of
them out since it was stuck and I couldn't remove it even using a hydraulic jack. You don't have
to remove the oil lines, there is an alternative--you can get a plug from Island Racing and insert
it in the oil pump for a few dollars; however, if you do it this way you will need to pre-mix your
gas and oil. If you use this alternative you can always take out the plug at a later date if you
want and go back to the way it is set up now. These do smoke a lot, especially when at idle, and
they are hard to start. I finally had the carbs overhauled and installed primers since I was having
so much trouble starting the engines. They are also somewhat noisy. The boat you are looking
at is 12 years old so problems can crop up at any time. I have had a few issues with my LX and
finally decided I would just get a new Yamaha as my "main" boat and keep the LX at my house. I
want to get it and it is a upgrade since my frist boat last year was a 89 bayliner capri with an 85
hp outboard motor With everything in relatively great condition, with trailer, rebuilt engine
because of the blown head, and the cover, jackets, tube, all of that The sxho is a bit out of my
price range The oil lines are a common cause of failure. But wouldn't oil starvation cause more
piston and cylinder damage than head damage? You must log in or register to reply here. Make
Yamaha. Model LS Fun quick boat, clean, runs great. Original Bimini top like new, has carpet,
comes with boat cover slightly frayed near gas cap. Only had 3 or 4 chances to take it out to the
lake last year due to busy schedule. Need to clear out space in my garage. Model LS Newer
Bimini top, mooring cover, custom mat flooring. New battery. Newer tires and bearings on
trailer, plus spare. Excellent performance for Wakeboarding, Skiing or Tubing. Seats seven. Fuel
efficient too. Can see at Canyon Lake Marina, where it is dry-docked. Call owner with questions
and to arrange demo on lake. Call John - Fits eight people. If you're looking to Kneeboard, ski or
even just cruise around and hang out on the water. Included is a retractable Bimini top provides
shade at the captain seats and extends back to the rear seats. We are the original owners.
Recently had the boat serviced. No hours have been put on the boats since. Contact Travis at or
travisj atx-global. Runs great. We like the boat, we just need dock space. Twin two stroke
engines. Stereo and speakers were replaced a couple years ago. Call for more info. Model LS.
Nice fresh water boat. Not all boats are on location. Please call in advance to set an
appointment for viewing. Twin hp Yamaha engines. Always stored inside, no gel coat problems.
Trailer included. Includes boat and Sea Lion roller trailer. Upholstery is in excellent condition
minus 1 tiny tear in bench seat. New JBL speakers installed and blue tooth stereo included.
Also includes origional Yamaha Ratcheting Mooring Cover. Price is firm but negotiable. The
liquid at the bottom of the engine compartment is antifreeze from winterizing. This boat is not
running and is sold "as is". Needs A Little love. Twin Jet Drives. Hasn't been on water in 4
years. Stainless Steel Trailer. Fresh Water Only. This boat comes with a Bimini top and a trailer
so you can take her anywhere. Take a close look at this new lisiting. Includes Trailer! Super
Clean! This is a beautiful boat in very good condition -- excellent condition for its age. The two
previous owners and I have taken great care of it. If you're in the market for an LS, it will be
difficult to find one cleaner than this, inside and out. Very few cosmetic blemishes and the
engines run great. These twin HP engines start right up, idle great, and accelerate aggressively,
without hesitation. Super fun boat to drive, and a great boat for both family and friends. This
boat is easy to tow, easy to launch, and ultimately inexpensive considering the level of top-end
performance you get out of it. Registration is current for both boat and trailer. Clean title. Cash
only or trade for equal quality fish n ski. Call, text, or email for more information. Thank you!
Price does NOTinclude any dealer fees, taxes or registration costs. Price does not include any
other units or accessories unless otherwise specified. Please call ahead to verify final price and
availability. Lusby, MD. Palmetto, FL. Pine Lake, GA. Lake Havasu City, AZ. Fenton Twp, MI.
Clarks Mills, PA. Austin, TX. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Boats for Sale Yamaha Ls
ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.
Skip to main content of results for "yamaha ls parts". Skip to main search results. Eligible for
Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. International Shipping.
Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results

below. Enter a new vehicle. Price and other details may vary based on size and color. FREE
Shipping. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb Only 2 left in stock - order soon. Only 8 left in stock - order
soon. Get it Mon, Mar 1 - Thu, Mar 4. Usually ships within 6 to 10 days. Only 4 left in stock order soon. Only 7 left in stock - order soon. Only 9 left in stock - order soon. Only 18 left in
stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Sat, Mar 6. N
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eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

